YABER Y31 Native 1920x 1080P Projector 7500L Upgrade Full HD
Video Projector, Â±50Â° 4D Keystone Correction Support 4K, LCD
LED Home Theater Projector Compatible with Phone,PC,TV Box,PS4
(White) Review-2021

[Innovative One-Click to Brighten & 4D Keystone Correction Function] Our Y31 hd projector is the
first projector with One-Click to Brighten function and Auto Vertical Correction. With manually Â±
50Â° 4D (Vertical & Horizontal) Keystone Correction, One-Click Restore & -25% zoom function, very
convenient to adjust the screen by using the remote control, especially for the projector suspended
from ceiling.
[1080P Native Resolution (1920*1080), Support Play 4k Video] The projector with native 1920*1080
resolution, remarkable 7500L Brightness and high dynamic contrast ratio of 10000:1, provides sharp
and detailed images from HD content without downscaling or compression, which is four times
higher than 720p, ensuring the best video experience.
[HIFI Stereo Sound & Latest Advanced Cooling System] The LED projector has built-in 3W dual
stereo speakers with SRS sound system provides a great auditory sense experience without
external speakers. Updated an advanced and silent cooling system with 3 fans running
simultaneously. Adopt the latest SmarEco technology to minimize lamp power consumption to
extend the useful life of the lamp to a maximum of 100000 hours.
[300" Giant Screen & Wide Compatibility ] The video projector offers the projection size from 50" to
300" depending on the distance and 10ft is the recommended viewing distance. Equipped with
2*HDMI ports, 2*USB ports, VGA port, AV port, this phone projector easily connects with TV Box,
Amazon Fire Stick TV, Chromecast, PC, laptop, tablet, external speakers, Xbox, DVD player, USB
stick, iPad, iPhone, Android smartphone.
[Three-year & Lifetime Professional Support] This 1080P projector is very suitable for home movie
entertainment, backyard, games and party fun. YABER provides 6-month back and 3-year repair,
lifetime professional technical support. NOTICE: Jerky or lag when playing videos is not a quality
problem and can be solved by Firmware Upgrade. Any problems, please let us know anytime.
YABER Y31 home projector adopts an advanced German LED light source, high quality materials
and delicate manufacturing process. It delivers bright large-screen with fantastic image clarity,
outstanding color accuracy and incredibly sharp image detail to both homes and businesses.
The biggest feature is the Y31's innovative 4D Keystone Correction (Â± 50Â° for horizontal and
vertical correction), Auto Vertical Correction,One-click Restore and One-click to Brighten function
which is not possible on other projectors.
Any questions, please feel free to let YABER know, we will always try to offer you a satisfactory
solution. If you have not received a response from us, please check your spam mailbox. Hope you
could understanding! ^.^
Innovative 4D Â±50Â° Keystone Correction
Most 1080p projectors have vertical keystone correction only, while we have both Horizontal and
Vertical. Furthermore, the range is up to Â±50Â°(others only Â±15Â°). Besides, with Auto Vertical
Correction and One-click Restore Function, when the projector is suspended from the ceiling, it is
very convenient to adjust the image by using remote control without removing position to adjust it.
Keystone correction makes it simple to project ideally aligned images from a variety of locations.
With it, the projector can be placed off center, allowing the presenter to stand in front of the screen
without blocking the image.
The Real Native 1080P Resolution
The total number of pixels of the projector determines the native resolution of the projector. The
more pixels you can fit in the display, the crisper and more detailed your images will appear. Higher
resolution is especially important for home theater projectors. For example, when comparing the
number of pixels (resolution) of 1920 * 1280 and 1280 * 800 with the same screen size, it becomes
4 times higher definition. The Y31 projector's chip consists of tens of thousands of reflective lenses,
each lens is quickly switched every second to render 1080P full HD picture.
7500L Brightness
Y31 LCD projector utilizes the bright LED light and lcd display technology, with 7500L high
brightness significantly provides over 60+% brightness than other mini projector, which serves your
eyes better. The 6000l video projector can only be used in a completely dark environment, but the
Y31 TV projector can also be used in low light conditions.
10000:1 Contrast Ratio

Contrast is the amount of difference between the darkest and brightest areas of a picture. A
projector with a high contrast ratio allows to enjoying clearly shadow detail and deep black levels,
adding a sense of depth and dimension to the picture. When you compare Y31 projector with other
6000: 1 portable projector, the image of Y31 projector is more conspicuous and clearer, as well as
the color is more vivid and bright.
HiFi Stereo Audio Performance
Built-in dual stereo speakers (3W) with SRS sound system. With double clear sound quality, the
powerful speakers give you an immersive experience.
Most lcd projectors adjust the projection size only by changing the projection distance, but Y31
projector can reduce the image up to 75% of the original size with the remote control. With this
innovative function, no need to adjust the projector distance frequently to matches the screen size.
Intelligent Temperature Control & Advanced Double-sided Cooling System
The Y31 projector is brighter than the similar projector in the market. The brighter the projector is,
the higher the power becomes. In order to improve the heat dissipation of the fan, we adopt the
intelligent temperature control technology, which can detect the temperature of the light source and
the main board, and automatically adjust the speed of fans to prevent the projector from
overheating.
The double-sided cooling system enhances the heat dissipation of the projector, so the effect is 2
times more powerful than ordinary led projectors. (Poor heat dissipation can cause crash and yellow
screen and will affect the life of the projector.) It decreases at least 30-40% noise compared to the
normal projector on the market, and you can also change the fan speed to reduce noise by the
remote control.
Bring your Smartphone or MacBook into the big screen.
1. When connecting to an Android phone, an extra MHL-HDMI adapter (not included) is required.
(Note: Android phone need to support MHL function)
2. When connecting to an iPhone, an extra Lightning-to-HDMI adapter (not included) is required.
3. When connecting with a MacBook or MacBook Pro, an extra USB-C-HDMI cable (not included) is
required.
Notes on linking external devices:
The Y31 projector includes many inputs: 2x HDMI / 2x USB / AV / VGA / 3.5mm audio jack. In this
way you can easily connect to numerous entertainment systems such as TV Box, Amazon Fire Stick
TV, Chromecast, PC, laptop, tablet, external speakers, Playstation, Xbox, DVD player, card reader,
USB stick, media players, iPad, iPhone, Android smartphone (Note: cables and adapters for
smartphones and laptops are not included).
Please Notice:
1.The projector can only read the MP4 video format in USB Key. If you want to play AVI, MKV, WMV
video, connect the computer to the projector for playback.
2. The projector can play 4K videos by connecting the smartphones or laptop directly, but cannot
support play 4k format videos by connecting USB stick or 4k devices.
3. Due to the current technical bottleneck of 1080p projectors, most 1080p projectors on the market
cannot smoothly play 1080p/ 60fps video. But you can smoothly play 1080p/ 30fps video. Hope you
could understand.
Package Includes:
1 x YABER Y31 Projector; 1 x Power Cable;1 x HDMI Cable; 1 x VGA Cable; 1 x 3-in-1 AV Cable; 1
x 3-in-3 AV Cable; 1 x Remote Control (Battery is not included); 1 x User Manual ; 1 x Projector
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